Abstract -The predictable degree property was introduced by Forney [l] for polynomial convolutional encoding matrices. In this paper two generalizations to rational convolutional encoding matrices are discussed.
I . INTRODUCTION
T h e predictable degree property, introduced by Forney [l] , is a useful analytic tool when we study t h e structural properties of convolutional encoding matrices. 
Let G ( D )
be
minimal-basic.
In [4] we gave a n example of a basic encoding matrix that is minimal but not minimal-basic. T h a t minimal encoding matrix does not have the predictable degree property.
THE PREDICTABLE DEGREE PROPERTY FOR
( 2 ) Let G(D) be a rational encoding matrix.
T h e n we can prove
Theorem 3 Let G ( D ) be a rational encoding matriz. Then G ( D ) has the predictable degree property if and only if [G(D)]h(D-')
has full m n k .
THE PREDICTABLE E X P O N E N T I A L VALUATION

PROPERTY
Deflnition 3 A rational encoding m a t r i s G ( D ) is said to have the predictable crponcntial t d u n t t o n property if we have equality in (4) for all p E P'
Theorem 4 Let G( D ) be a rattonnl encoding matriz. Then C( D ) has the predictable erponenttol ruluation property if and only rf[G(D)]h(p) mod p has full rank f o r all p E P'.
A rational encoding matrix is said to he canonicalif it can he realized with a minimal numher of dclav elements in controller canonical form [5] .
Theorem 5 Let G ( D ) be a rntionnl encoding matrir and as-
sume that e p ( x t ( D ) ) < 0 , 1 < 7 < h. f o r all p E P * . Then T h e predictable exponmtial valuation property is not equivalent to being canonical. [Z] Jacobson, N.
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